Grid R-CNN is a well-performed objection detection framework. It transforms the traditional box offset regression problem into a grid point estimation problem. With the guidance of the grid points, it can obtain high-quality localization results. However, the speed of Grid R-CNN is not so satisfactory. In this technical report we present Grid R-CNN Plus, a better and faster version of Grid R-CNN. We have made several updates that significantly speed up the framework and simultaneously improve the accuracy. On COCO dataset, the Res50-FPN based Grid R-CNN Plus detector achieves an mAP of 40.4%, outperforming the baseline on the same model by 3.0 points with similar inference time. Code is available at https://github.com/STVIR/Grid-R-CNN.
Introduction
Grid R-CNN [7] achieves state-of-the-art performance on the object detection task. Traditional object detectors treat the localization task as a bounding box offset regression problem [2, 8, 5, 3] . In contrast, Grid R-CNN utilizes explicit spatial representation to estimate the location of the grid points, thus reformulating the localization as a classification problem. And the grid points guided localization mechanism enables it to perform surprisingly well in the high-quality detection tasks. As described in [7] , Grid R-CNN significantly improve the accuracy of localization at strict localization criteria (IoU with ground truth higher than 0.75). Note that the region proposal network and classification branch are maintained, so that the improvement just comes from the new designed localization mechanism.
Although Grid R-CNN is excellent in accuracy, the nonnegligible computation cost prevents it to become a widely used framework. Thus we have made further study to improve it. In this technical report, we propose Grid R-CNN Plus, which integrates several effective changes that lead to much higher speed as well as increase in detection accuracy.
Grid R-CNN uses the same representation region to generate the supervision maps for all the grid-points. But it is inefficient. For example, the top-left grid point will not nearly appear on the right or bottom side of the supervision map. Thus in Grid R-CNN Plus we introduce the grid point specific representation region. Only the 1/4 most probable region is used for supervision. With the representation region reduced, we hence reduce the size of feature maps in the grid branch. Moreover, the number of convolution layers for the grid feature fusion is also reduced. So the computation cost is further reduced. Simultaneously the accuracy of grid location is increased owing to the representation concentration.
We have also made further analysis and modifications on sampling strategy, normalization method, NMS strategy and some hyper-parameters. The goal of all the updates is to make model faster and better. And Grid R-CNN Plus achieves similar inference speed to Faster R-CNN FPN, with significant gain in accuracy. 2. Revisiting Grid R-CNN Figure 1 shows the overview of Grid R-CNN framework. Like other two-stage detectors, Grid R-CNN consists of RPN (region proposal network) and R-CNN. Based on region proposals, features for each RoI are extracted individually by RoIAlign operation from the output of the CNN backbone (e.g., ResNet [4] ). These RoI features are then used to predict the classes and locations (usually the offsets) of the corresponding proposals. In contrast to most previous works, e.g., Faster R-CNN [8] , we locate objects by predicting grid points instead of bounding box offset. The grid prediction branch adopts a fully convolutional neural network [6] . It outputs a fine-grained spatial layout (probability heatmap) from which we can locate the grid points of the object. With the grid points, we can therefore determine the accurate object bounding box.
It is worth noting that the grid branch adopts several consecutive convolutions and deconvolutions to generate the final grid points heatmaps. So this branch could be heavy. Previous works like Mask R-CNN [3] adopt an additional sampling approach to reduce computation on heavy branches (e.g., mask branch and key-point branch). Grid R-CNN uses a similar strategy: first the 1000 proposals (selected from RPN results) are forwarded to the classification branch to obtain the scores, and then NMS is performed and the top 100 of the left proposals are forwarded to the grid branch. Thus the grid branch becomes not so time consuming.
To improve the performance, grid points feature fusion and extended region mapping mechanism are proposed in Grid R-CNN. Grid points feature fusion module takes advantage of spatial correlation between grid points to calibrate "hard" grid points. Extended region mapping mechanism enables the grid branch to handle the case where ground truth points lie outside of the RoI. It redefines the representation area of the output heatmap as a four times larger corresponding region in the image, so that all grid points are covered in most cases. More details can be found in [7] .
Grid R-CNN Plus

Grid Point Specific Representation Region
The most prominent update in Grid R-CNN Plus is the grid point specific representation. Since only positive samples (IoU > 0.5) will be selected to Grid branch, the ground truth label is constrained to a small region on the supervision map. As shown in figure 2 , the distribution of ground truth label is closely related to the category of its corresponding grid point. In a typical 3 × 3 grid points case, the ground truth labels of top-left grid point can only appear in the upper left region of the whole supervision heatmap. In fact, if all grid points of an object share the same repre- Figure 2 . Grid point specific representation region. First row shows the distribution of ground truth location when the grid point heatmaps correspond to the whole proposal region. Blue point denotes top-left grid point, red point denotes mid-right grid point. Most of the pixels in supervision heatmap would never be activated. In Grid R-CNN Plus, the output heatmap is quartered from the original representation area according to it's corresponding grid point. Second row shows the new distribution of two kinds of grid points. We introduce random noise to make visualization better.
sentation area, for each grid point, most of its output should never be activated, which is very inefficient.
To solve the problem above, we propose grid point specific representation. Specifically, we reduce the output size of grid branch from original 56 × 56 to 28 × 28. For each grid point, the new output represents its most probable quarter region of the original area. Using grid point specific representation, we can halve the output size without changing the representation resolution. As illustrated in figure 2, grid point specific representation can also be approximated as a normalization process which shift a biased distribution to a normalized one.
Light Grid Head
Since the output size of the grid branch is halved, as described above, we simultaneously reduce the resolution of all other features in grid branch(i.e. from 14 × 14 to 7 × 7). This update helps to significantly reduce the overall computation cost of the grid branch. Specifically, in grid branch, features of each proposal are extracted by RoIAlign operation with fixed spatial size of 14 × 14, followed by one 3 × 3 stride 2 conv layer. After that, seven 3 × 3 stride 1 conv layers are adopted to generate 7 × 7 resolution features. Then we split the feature into N groups(default as 9), each corresponds to a grid point. Since we explicitly assign these split features to grid points, output heatmaps with 28 × 28 resolution can be generated by two 2x group deconvolutional layers. The up-sampling process is fast due to grouping operation. Table 1 . Bounding box detection AP on COCO minival. Grid R-CNN Plus outperforms the original one on both speed and accuracy.
Another good property obtained from grid point specific representation is that features from different grid points are normalized closer. It means we don't need that much convolution layers to cover the gap between grid points. In updated model, we use one 5 × 5 depth-wise convolution layer instead of original three consecutive convolution layers in feature fusion module to achieve comparable performance.
Image-across Sampling Strategy
Since the grid branch only uses positive proposals for training, the varying numbers of positive samples in different sampled batches have a non-negligible impact on the performance. For example, some images may have only a few positive samples while others may have hundreds of positive samples. In this case, the feature distribution in grid branch could be unstable. In Grid R-CNN Plus, we utilize an image-across sampling strategy. The positive proposals are sampled across several images. When few positive samples can be sampled from one image, other images can provide more to fill the vacancy. Specifically, during training, we sample at most 192 positive proposals across 2 images instead of sampling at most 96 proposals per image. This strategy makes the training more robust and improves the performance.
Non-Maximum Suppression Only Once
In original Grid R-CNN, proposals are first classified by classification branch. Then non-maximum suppression with 0.5 IoU threshold is adopted to remove duplicate samples according to their classification score. Only top 125 high score samples will be selected and processed by Grid branch for further localization. After that another NMS operation will be adopted to generate the final results. According to our experiments, even with a small set of proposals, running NMS along 80 categories (COCO dataset) is still very slow. So in Grid R-CNN Plus, we remove the second NMS for acceleration. In first NMS, the IoU threshold is set to 0.3 and classification score threshold is set to 0.03, only top 100 proposals will be selected.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 backbone with FPN [5] baseline. We train our model on the union of 80k train images and 35k subset of val images and test on a 5k subset of val(minival. Results in table1 show that Grid R-CNN Plus runs faster and performs better than previous Grid R-CNN.
Different from original paper, we use group normalization [9] instead of sync batch normalization. The number of groups should be set to multiple of the number of grid points. In typical 3 × 3 grid points configuration, we set the number of groups to 36 in conv layers and 9 in deconv layers. Note that group normalization [9] is only used in grid branch.
Other training and testing configurations are same as original paper [7] unless described above. Inference time test is done on TITANXp GPU in our GPU cluster. We also reproduce Grid R-CNN based on mmdetection [1] , an open source object detection framework. Code is available at https://github.com/STVIR/Grid-R-CNN.
